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Several bills have been recently filed in Congress proposing to amend the Juvenile Justice and Welfare Act of 2006 
(Republic Act 9344). Most of the bills filed focused on lowering the age of criminal responsibility from 15 years old to 10 
or 9 years old. Other bills proposed remedies in some of the law’s more controversial provisions.

Senator Kiko Pangilinan, the main author of the law, has filed Senate Bill 2380 to amend some of Republic Act 9344’s 
provisions in order to improve its implementation. Senate Bill 2380 clarifies the definition of a 15 year old child and 
defined a child to be one who  “is deemed to be 15 years of age on the day of the fifteenth anniversary of his birth date”. 
It also elucidates certain procedures of the law, especially on the filing of a petition for a voluntary or involuntary 
commitment (putting a child in a rehabilitation center) in specific circumstances. 

Since many stakeholders are confused on how to handle repeat offenders or children who have committed crimes more 
than three times, the bill proposes that these children be considered as neglected children and must undergo intervention 
programs supervised by the Local Social Welfare and Development Officer (LSWDO). If it is in the child’s best interest, the 
child may be placed in a rehabilitation center. As regards children who are below 15 years old and who commit heinous 
crimes such as rape and murder, the bill proposes that they be placed in proper rehabilitation centers.

On the issue of curfew, the bill recognizes that curfew ordinances enacted by local governments are implemented for the 
protection of children. However, it proposes that no penalty should be imposed on the child for curfew violations. Instead, 
the child should be brought to his or her residence and provided intervention programs, if necessary. The bill reiterates 
that vagrancy has been decriminalized under Republic Act 9344. 

On the controversial issue of children being used by criminals, Senate Bill 2380 proposes that persons who use children in 
illicit activities be penalized using the maximum period of the penalty prescribed by the law for the crime committed.   
Furthermore, to remedy the seeming disregard of Republic Act 9344 on the needs of victims, the bill provides for 
assistance to victims of crimes committed by children.

AMENDING THE JUVENILE JUSTICE AND WELFARE ACT

The discussion above summarizes the proposed 
amendments to the three year old Juvenile Justice and 
Welfare Act. While the proposals may be sound and 
judicious, PAYO, for its part, stands by its position to 
defer the amendments to the law at this time to give it a 
chance to be properly implemented. PAYO believes that 
amending the bill at present may not be prudent as 
various issues may still arise in the discharge of the law. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 3)
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United Nations Standard United Nations Standard United Nations Standard United Nations Standard 

Minimum Rules for Minimum Rules for Minimum Rules for Minimum Rules for 

NonNonNonNon----custodial Measurescustodial Measurescustodial Measurescustodial Measures
Adopted by General Assembly resolution 45/110of 14 

December 1990

• The present Standard Minimum Rules provide a set of 
basic principles to promote the use of non-custodial 
measures, as well as minimum safeguards for persons 
subject to alternatives to imprisonment.

• The Rules are intended to promote greater community 
involvement in the management of criminal justice, 
specifically in the treatment of offenders, as well as to 
promote among offenders a sense of responsibility 
towards society.

• When implementing the Rules, Member States shall 
endeavour to ensure a proper balance between the 
rights of individual offenders, the rights of victims, and 
the concern of society for public safety and crime 
prevention.

• Member States shall develop non-custodial measures 
within their legal systems to provide other options, thus 
reducing the use of imprisonment, and to rationalize 
criminal justice policies, taking into account the 
observance of human rights, the requirements of social 
justice and the rehabilitation needs of the offender.

The scope of non-custodial measures
• The relevant provisions of the present Rules shall be 

applied to all persons subject to prosecution, trial or the 
execution of a sentence, at all stages of the 
administration of criminal justice. For the purposes of 
the Rules, these persons are referred to as "offenders", 
irrespective of whether they are suspected, accused or 
sentenced.

• The Rules shall be applied without any discrimination 
on the grounds of race, color, sex, age, language, 
religion, political or other opinion, national or social 
origin, property, birth or other status.

• Consideration shall be given to dealing with offenders in 
the community avoiding as far as possible resort to 
formal proceedings or trial by a court, in accordance 
with legal safeguards and the rule of law.

• Non-custodial measures should be used in accordance 
with the principle of minimum intervention.

• The use of non-custodial measures should be part of the 
movement towards depenalization and decriminalization 
instead of interfering with or delaying efforts in that 
direction.

• The judicial authority, having at its disposal a range of non-
custodial measures, should take into consideration in 
making its decision the rehabilitative needs of the offender, 
the protection of society and the interests of the victim, who 
should be consulted whenever appropriate. Sentencing 
authorities may dispose of cases in the following ways: 
verbal sanctions (admonition, reprimand and warning), 
conditional discharge, status penalties, economic sanctions 
and monetary penalties (fines), confiscation or an 
expropriation order, restitution to the victim or a 
compensation order, suspended or deferred sentence, 
probation and judicial supervision,  community service 
order, referral to an attendance centre, house arrest, any 
other mode of non-institutional treatment, some 
combination of the measures listed above

• Post-sentencing dispositions - The competent authority 
shall have at its disposal a wide range of post-sentencing 
alternatives in order to avoid institutionalization and to 
assist offenders in their early reintegration into society. 
Post-sentencing dispositions may include: furlough and half-
way house, work or education release, various forms of 
parole, remission and pardon.

• The purpose of supervision is to reduce re-offending and to 
assist the offender's integration into society in a way which 
minimizes the likelihood of a return to crime. If a non-
custodial measure entails supervision, the latter shall be 
carried out by a competent authority under the specific 
conditions prescribed by law.

• Public participation should be encouraged as it is a major 
resource and one of the most important factors in 
improving ties between offenders undergoing non-custodial 
measures and the family and community. It should 
complement the efforts of the criminal justice 
administration.
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KIKO PANGILINAN SPEARHEADS THE KIKO PANGILINAN SPEARHEADS THE KIKO PANGILINAN SPEARHEADS THE KIKO PANGILINAN SPEARHEADS THE 

CREATION OF THE JUVENILE JUSTICE CREATION OF THE JUVENILE JUSTICE CREATION OF THE JUVENILE JUSTICE CREATION OF THE JUVENILE JUSTICE 

ADVOCACY GROUP (JJAG)ADVOCACY GROUP (JJAG)ADVOCACY GROUP (JJAG)ADVOCACY GROUP (JJAG)

JJAG STATEMENTJJAG STATEMENTJJAG STATEMENTJJAG STATEMENT

In 2006, Republic Act 9344, also known as the Juvenile 
Justice and Welfare Act of 2006, was enacted to 
champion the rights of children in conflict with the law. It 
was hailed as a landmark piece of legislation and became 
the first law ever to uphold the juvenile justice system in 
the country.

Unfortunately, three years after the law has been passed, 
the full impact of RA 9344 has yet to be felt. 
Stakeholders still need to be armed with accurate 
information and proper training to support its proper 
implementation. The public still needs to have a full 
appreciation of the law’s benefits to society. Moreover, 
government still needs to release the allocated resources 
to the Juvenile Justice Welfare Council. 

Therefore, as we reach the third year of the enactment of 
the Juvenile Justice and Welfare Act of 2006, the 
Juvenile Justice Advocacy Group, a multi-sectoral group 
of child rights actors, seeks public support to strengthen 
RA 9344 and its full implementation. We do not tolerate 
any act of violence; we do not condone deviant or 
offensive acts; and we strongly push for the proper 
intervention for and rehabilitation of children in conflict 
with the law.

In line with this, the Juvenile Justice Advocacy Group is 
strongly committed to:

• Endorsing SB 2380, which seeks to amend RA 
9344 and address victims’ rights;

• Providing proper training to implementing groups;
• Supporting information drives to enable public 

understanding of the law and its implications; and
• Facilitating dialogue among stakeholder groups to 

address issues and identify future needs.

Signed,

JJAG MEMBERS

Meanwhile, to provide some remedies to the concerns 
about the implementation of Republic Act 9344, agencies 
such as the Juvenile Justice and Welfare Council (JJWC), the 
Department of Justice (DOJ) and the Department of Social 
Welfare and Development (DSWD) may do well to prepare 
appropriate guidelines  and policies to address these issues 
and monitor whether these are properly implemented.

AMENDING THE JUVENILE JUSTICE AND 

WELFARE ACT (continued from page 1)

THE LITTLE BOOK OF 

RESTORATIVE JUSTICE
By Howard Zehr

“Restorative justice seeks to provide an alternative 
framework  or lens for thinking about crime and 
justice. To use an image that is more organic, we 
might diagram Restorative Justice as a flower. In the 
center is the central focus: putting things right.  Each 
of the petals represents one of the principles required 
to succeed in putting things right.”

An excerpt from:
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Advocates for Children and Elders International Philippines (ACE IPI) Inc.is a global network of individuals, professionals and 
leaders committed to help protect the human rights and improve the lives of Philippine elders and youth, including, but not 
limited to, Children in Conflict with the Law (CICL).

ACE IPI connects with parallel organizations in the U.S. and other countries to pursue its unified vision of justice, social and
economic empowerment for disadvantaged children and elders of our country through an integrated and holistic program of 
advocacy, values-directed family and community education, competency development and supportive services and interventions. 
It aims to improve the quality of life and protect the basic human rights of disadvantaged children and elders. Currently, ACE IPI 
serves two target sectors namely, Children in Conflict ith the Law (CICL), more specifically those confined at CRADLE in Camp 
Bagong Diwa, Taguig City and Tahanan ng Kabataan(TNK) in Cagayan de Oro City,  and indigent children and youth who lack 
access to secondary and higher education in Paranaque City (Lopez) and Caloocan City (Barangay 173, Congressville).

ACE provides values formation sessions for children detained in CRADLE. These sessions teach young people about 
personhood, Restorative Justice (RJ) and Active Non-Violence. Moreover, it conducts art and painting classes, where children are 
able to express themselves. Artist-Teacher Jess Gellada facilitates these art classes. In an effort to equip children with productive 
skills, ACE NCR in cooperation with the Philippine Jaycees Manila Chapter, sponsored two batches of Basic Building Electricity 
Training which produced 43 graduates.

For young persons outside of prison, ACE NCR has been conducting the Youth 4 Youth Program.  Y4Y is a gathering of in 
school and out of school youth from poor communities. Y4Y provides educational assistance to youth in the high school and 
college levels. It also conducts competency development/ capability building programs for young people, teaching them basic 
and advanced computer training. The youth are also oriented on their rights and responsibilities. Values formation sessions are 
also conducted monthly for both youth members and their parents. Recollections, fellowships and team building classes are 
likewise held. Trained Y4Y members are being tapped to become peer counselors or mediators in their communities. They will 
become advocates of Restorative Justice, crime prevention and non-violent activities for children. 

In its desire to sustain Y4Y’s success, ACE NCR also initiated projects that promote parental care and cooperation.  Formation 
sessions and livelihood skills training are also provided for the mothers of the youth. To date, most of the mothers are still 
involved in the production and marketing of detergent powder, dishwashing detergent, fabric conditioner and bleaching liquid.  
The profits they get help sustain their family’s needs. 

With limited funds and manpower resources, ACE continues to establish partnerships with other NGO’s, government entities 
and even quasi-government corporations that are willing to support its programs. ACE IPI hopes to journey with more CICL and 
at risk youth -- transforming them from hurting and rejected individuals to healed and empowered people. 

ADVOCATES  for  CHILDREN  and  ELDERS  INTERNATIONAL  PHILIPPINES

( ACE IPI )

Children are our 

most valuable 

natural resource.  

Herbert Hoover
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Alternatives to Imprisonment

bybybyby Rudy Diamante and Gerry Rudy Diamante and Gerry Rudy Diamante and Gerry Rudy Diamante and Gerry BernabeBernabeBernabeBernabe

In our current criminal justice system, justice is achieved after a 
lengthy detention, court trial and conviction. A criminal pays 
his debt to society by wallowing inside a decrepit prison cell. 
Justice is served when one has exacted punishment for the 
crime.

Prisons are found in every country in the world. Policy makers 
and administrators have come to regard them as a given and 
do not try to find alternatives to them. However, imprisonment 
has been shown to be counterproductive in the rehabilitation 
and re-integration of offenders. As such, it should be used only 
as a last resort. 
Individual liberty is one of the fundamental human rights, 
recognized in international human rights instruments and 
national constitutions throughout the world. The loss of liberty
that results from imprisonment impinges on other human 
rights.    

In the Philippines, prisoners are deprived of basic amenities of
life. They are often held in grossly overcrowded conditions, are
poorly clothed and underfed. They are particularly vulnerable 
to diseases and are provided poor or no medical treatment. 
Moreover, they are estranged from their families. 

So why consider alternatives to imprisonment? Let us cite the 
following arguments:

IMPRISONMENT IS EXPENSIVEIMPRISONMENT IS EXPENSIVEIMPRISONMENT IS EXPENSIVEIMPRISONMENT IS EXPENSIVE – The cost of imprisonment 
worldwide is hard to calculate. Direct costs include 
maintenance of the prison building, payment of salaries of 
correctional officers and workers, as well as housing, feeding 
and caring for prisoners. 

IMPRISONMENT IS OVERUSEDIMPRISONMENT IS OVERUSEDIMPRISONMENT IS OVERUSEDIMPRISONMENT IS OVERUSED – It is essential that policy-
makers take a closer look at who is being held in prison, why 
they are there, and for how long they are being detained. Some 
prisoners may be serving sentences for petty or non-violent 
offenses or may be awaiting trial for unacceptable lengthy 
periods of time. For them, imprisonment may not be suitable at 
all. 

ALTERNATIVES MAY BE MORE EFFECTIVEALTERNATIVES MAY BE MORE EFFECTIVEALTERNATIVES MAY BE MORE EFFECTIVEALTERNATIVES MAY BE MORE EFFECTIVE – People believe 
that prisons keep persons suspected of having committed a 
crime under secure control until a court determines their 
culpability. Moreover, it punishes convicted offenders by 
depriving them of their liberty. The reality is that most of the
objectives of imprisonment can be attained more effectively in 
other ways. Alternatives to imprisonment may be more 
beneficial since these proceedings infringe less on the human 
rights of persons and may be less expensive.

What then should be done? 
We propose the following:

DECRIMINALIZATIONDECRIMINALIZATIONDECRIMINALIZATIONDECRIMINALIZATION
Since criminal justice 
systems are the main 
of prison resources, the 

first question to ask when 
tackling the issue of 
imprisonment is whether particular 

forms of conduct must fall within the scope of the criminal 
justice system. Not all socially undesirable conduct needs to be
classified as crime. Decriminalization is the process of changing 
the law so that conduct that has been defined as a crime is no 
longer a criminal act.

DIVERSION DIVERSION DIVERSION DIVERSION – Under diversion, authorities focus on dealing 
with offenders outside the criminal justice system. Members of 
the police need to have clear instructions on when they can 
take no further action, issue warnings, divert offenders to 
alternative programs, and when they must file a case against an 
offender.  Similarly, prosecutors need clear guidelines in the 
conduct of their responsibilities. Both the police and 
prosecutors need to consider the views of the victims in the 
process. In some countries, community service, where 
offenders are tasked to do a community project / endeavor (i.e. 
cleaning the streets, planting trees, de-clogging the sewerage 
and drainage systems) is used as a sanction.

These abovementioned processes are the considerations which 
paved the way for the enactment of the United Nations 
Standard Minimum Rules for Non-custodial Measures, better 
known as the Tokyo Rules. The Tokyo Rules was adopted by 
the United Nations General Assembly through Resolution 
45/110 of December 14, 1990. The Rules were intended to 
“promote greater community involvement in the management 
of criminal justice, specifically in the treatment of offenders, as 
well as to promote among offenders a sense of responsibility 
towards society.” (Art. I, 1.2)

With the current justice system leaving much to be desired, we 
believe it is imperative to change our lenses and to try a 
different approach. There are many alternatives to 
imprisonment that do not compromise the safety of the public 
and that truly promote respect for human rights and genuine 
justice. 

* Source: Coalition Against Death Penalty (CADP) brochure 
on Restorative Justice and Alternatives to Imprisonment - 2008
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Tawagin niyo nalang po akong Ivan, dalawanpu’t isang taong
gulang at nakatira sa Tondo Maynila. Ang salaysay po na ito
ay batay sa mga pangyayari sa aking buhay. Ito po ay tungkol
sa karanasan ko sa kamay ng mga alagad ng batas ng Tondo, 
Manila.

Dalawang beses po akong nakulong. Noong una po, ako po
ay nang-hold-up at nahuli ng pulis. Sa kanilang kamay ko
naranasan ang pagmamalupit sa mga taong lumabag sa batas. 
Ako po ay binugbog at dinala sa bodega habang ang aking
mga kamay ay naka-posas ng patalikod. Ako ay takot na takot
sapagkat unang beses ko pa itong maranasan. Noong
pinapaupo na ako, bigla na lang akong binuhusan ng tubig. Di
ko akalain na kukuryentehin pala nila ako.

Grabe ang hirap na inabot ko sa kamay ng mga pulis. Matapos
akong kuryentihin ay nawalan ako ng malay at naramdaman
kong pinilit nila akong buhatin papunta sa isang selda.

Sa pagsapit po ng ikalawang araw ko sa presinto, ako po ay 
inilabas ng selda. Pilit po akong pinaamin sa ibang kasong
hindi ko naman po ginawa. Ako po ay muling pinagmalupitan
nangg ako ay tumanggi sa pag-ako sa kasalanang hindi ko
naman ginawa.

Sa pagkakataong iyon ay iba namang paghihirap ang dinanas
ko. Sinakluban nila ako ng plastik sa ulo hanggang sa kapusin
ako ng hininga. Pakiramdam ko ay hindi ko na kaya ang
pagpapahirap nila sakin. Nagdilim ang paningin ko. Nang ako
po ay medyo nahimasmasan, dala na rin ng matinding sakit at 
takot, inako ko na ang kasalanang kanilang ibinibintang sa
akin.

Nang dumating ang araw na kailangan na akong ilipat sa
Manila City Jail ay parang unti-unting nawala ang takot sa
dibdib ko. Masasabi kong mas maayos at maginhawa ang
naging pamumuhay ko sa city jail kaysa sa aking
pinanggalingan.

Lumipas ang isang taon ay pinawalang-
sala ako ng korte sa kasong Robbery 
Hold-up. Hindi pa man nakakalipas
ang limang buwan ay nasangkot na
naman po ako sa isang gang war. 
Ako ngayon ay muling
nagbalaik sa Manila City Jail. 

Ang
Pagmamalupit
kay Ivan

Campaign Against Torture

Nais ko pong ibahagi sa inyo ang kalupitang aking naranasan sa
kamay ng mga pulis Caloocan. May 4, 2000 ako po ay 
naglalakad sa EDSA upang pumunta sa palengke. Bigla na
lamang pong may humablot sa akin at ako ay ilang ulit na
binatukan. Matapos po ay biglang pinosasan ako, isinakay sa
kanilang sasakyan, pinagsisipa at pinagmumura habang papunta
kami sa presinto. Nang kami ay nasa presinto na, ako po ay 
tinutukan ng baril at pilit pinatatakbo. Nang hindi po ako
tumakbo, ako po ay kanilang pinagsisi-sipa. Pinilit po nila
akong umamin sa isang kasalanang hindi ko ginawa.

Hinoldap ko raw yung anak ng sundalo. Nang aking itinaggi
ito, ako po ay sinakal at pinaupo sa lamesa. Pinag-papapalo po
ang aking mga daliri at ini-ipit dito ang ilang bala ng baril. 
Hindi pa sila nakuntento, inipit pa po nila ng kutsara ang aking
mga daliri. Ilang saglit pa ay dumating na ang kanilang hepe at
tinanong niya po sa ibang mga pulis kung ano ang aking kaso. 
Ang sabi nila ay "hold-up.“

Tinawag po ako ng hepe sa kanyang opisina. Inakala kong
tapos na ang pagpapahirap sa akin. Ngunit katulad po ng mga
naunang pulis, pinilit po niya akong umamin sa kaso. Nang
itanggi ko po ito, siya ay nagalit at sinampal niya ako sa mukha. 
Isinara po ni hepe ang pintuan at bintana ng kanyang kwarto. 
Dalawa na lamang po silang pulis at ako ang naroroon. 
Pinagsusuntok ako sa sikmura at nilagyan ng plastic sa ulo. 
Kasabay po nito ay sinakal ako at binalot ng damit ang aking
mukha. Pinadapa rin ako at binuhusan ng tubig.

Sa kabila ng matinding hirap at sakit, ako po ay kanila pa ring 
ikinulong. Bago po nila ako palayain ay nagbanta po silang
huwag na daw po ako magpapakita sa kanila at umalis na daw
po ako ng Caloocan. Hinding hindi ko po makalilimutan ang
mga ginawang pagpapahirap sa akin. 

HINDI ITO 

MAKATARUNGAN !

Torture, according to the United Nations Convention 

Against Torture, is "any act by which severe pain or suffering, 

whether physical or mental, is intentionally inflicted on a person 

for such purposes as obtaining from him, or a third person, 

information or a confession, punishing him for an act he or a third 

person has committed or is suspected of having committed, or 

intimidating or coercing him or a third person, or for any reason 

based on discrimination of any kind, when such pain or suffering

is inflicted by or at the instigation of or with the consent or 

acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in an 

official capacity. It does not include pain or suffering arising only 

from, inherent in, or incidental to, lawful sanctions.
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Restorative Justice in Schools:  Building Relationships, Building Communities

by Todd Gribbon, Sean Ruddy, Jeff Thornborrow
A paper presented at the 11th World Conference of the International Institute for Restorative Practices

Toronto, Canada (October 2008)
(The authors are school educators and restorative justice advocates in Ontario, Canada. They worked with West Ferris Secondary 

School in the promotion of Restorative Justice practices)

Building trusting relationships and strong communities is 
central to the work of all school administrators.   Key  to this
labor  is  the administrator’s  underlying philosophy on how 
students learn, acquire academic knowledge, build character 
and grow a positive  affective  perspective.   A school’s  
culture, or  ‘the way  we (adults) do business around here’, 
both explicitly and implicitly impact students in a variety of 
ways.  This hidden curriculum has a profound influence on 
students, as a school’s customs are powerful forces.  
Administrators utilizing a Restorative Justice  philosophy  in 
their  school will have  a dramatic  impact  on moving a 
school’s  culture  from  a traditional retributive  (punishment)  
to a restorative (supportive) style of working with students.

Recently, the Ontario Government enacted two bills which 
demand a change in the way  school boards  work  with 
students.   Bill 52 “The Learning to 18 Act” requires students 
be enrolled in school until the age of 18 and schools to 
provide programming to engage and retain all students.  Prior 
to this Bill, students were legislated to attend school until the 
age of 16.  In addition Bill 212, which amends the “Safe 
Schools  Act”, requires  school boards  to demonstrate that 
they  have utilized a variety of proactive measures in managing 
students’ negative behavior. Parameters  regarding 
suspensions  were  also  changed in this  Bill.   The heightened
responsibility  for  Administrators  to demonstrate, document 
and program for all students, but particularly students at risk,
is central to these two bills.

Schools  are  notoriously  retributive  in their  approach  to 
managing student’s behaviour.   Schools  have  well planned 
progressive  discipline policies  where students’ recurring 
negative  behaviours result in ever  increasing levels  of 
punishment from simple discussions to suspensions and 
expulsions.  Staff have historically  relied on this  process  to 
deter and change student’s  negative behaviour.   

Yet these  systems,  suggests  Wachtel (1997),  provide little 
or  no opportunity for students to properly reintegrate back to 
schools or cause students to change their  ways.  
Administrators  utilizing a restorative  philosophy  need to 
help staff make  a paradigm  shift in the way  they  view and 
resolve  conflicts  in schools.   Zehr (1990)  argues  that a 
paradigm,  a construction of reality, shapes the lens through 
which we understand, determine and resolve conflicts, as well 
as construct what we know to be possible and impossible.   
Moving a school from a retributive  lens  to a restorative  leans  
means  shifting the community  from: (1) focusing on blame-
fixing to problem solving; (2) focusing on the past to focusing 
on the future; (3)  focusing on punishment to focusing on 
repairing harm;  (4) neglecting victims’ needs to victims’ needs 
being central; (5) neglecting offenders to offenders  being 
given a role; (6)  neglecting victim-offender  relationships  to 
victim-offender relationships being central (Zehr, ibid.).

Community  is  central to using a restorative  approach  in 
schools.   Building a trusting relationship with all students,  
but particularly  those  who are  at-risk, is imperative  to 
ensure that the process  is  successful.   Administrators  must 
be sincere, respectful and void of an authoritarian stance when 
using a restorative approach.  Pivotal to utilizing a restorative 
approach when managing a conflict is the use of these 
questions: What were you thinking at the time?; What have 
you thought about since?; Who have you affected and how?; 
and What do you want to do to make  it right? (O’Connell, 
1999).  These  questions  are  constructed to elicit a reflective 
response in students and place responsibility and ownership of 
the conflict back in their hands. These questions are used to 
guide discussions, generate ideas  and negotiate what the 
student will do to resolve  the conflict. These questions are 
used in an informal way while talking with a student in the 
office, or  during more  elaborate and formalized restorative  
circles  where  the entire school community is involved. The 
success of restorative practices lies in bringing the school 
community together to support students.  Simply put, a 
restorative justice approach leverages conflicts as a learning 
opportunity for students. It breaks down the autocratic face of 
authorities in schools, places less emphasis on punishment and 
more emphasis on supporting victims and offenders. The 
process itself helps build trusting relationships between adults
and students in schools and a sense of community ownership 
of conflicts and their resolutions.
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Philippine Action for Youth Offenders
Ms. Elnora Tabios - Coordinator
Secretariat:
470 Gen. Luna St., Intramuros
1002 Manila
Tel/ Fax: (632) 527-4059
E-mail: payo1993@yahoo.com

Donations can be deposited at:
Philippine Action for Youth Offenders
Allied Bank 
Account No: 001941-00582-7

PAYO MEMBERS

• Advocates for Children 
and Elders Philippines, 
Inc.

• Salinlahi Alliance for 
Children’s Concerns, Inc.

• Philippine Jesuit Prison 
Service

• Childhope Asia 
Philippines

• ERDA Foundation, Inc.
• Bisig ni Kristo 

Community, Inc.
• Christian Action for Relief 

and Empowerment Inc. 
CBCP Episcopal 
Commission on Prison 
Pastoral Care 

• National Council for 
Social Development 
Foundation 

• Ateneo Human Rights 
Center - AKAP

• Amnesty International –
Pilipinas Section

• John J. Carroll Institute on 
Church & Social Issues

• Virlanie Foundation, Inc.
• Commission on Human 

Rights –
Child Rights Center

• Commission on Human 
Rights - Child Rights 
Center 

• Save the Children –
Sweden

• Open Heart Foundation 
Worldwide, Inc.

• Association Compassion 
Asian Youth

• Humanitarian Legal 
Assistance Foundation

• Children’s Legal Rights & 
Development Center

• Couples for Christ –
Isaiah 61:1

• Couples for Christ –
Foundation for Family 
and Life Restorative 
Justice Ministry

• Molave Youth Home
• Ma. Victoria Diaz
• Gerard Ian Bernabe
• Fr. Ray Holscher, S.J.

UPDATES FROM THE 

JUVENILE JUSTICE 

AND WELFARE COUNCIL (JJWC)

The JJWC is currently undertaking the following activities in 
line with its mandate in effectively implementing the Juvenile 
Justice and Welfare Act (RA 9344). 

• Preparation of a draft Model Ordinance in the 
Implementation of RA 9344 for Local Government 
Units. This is due to be finalized on March 19, 2009.

• A National Summit on Juvenile Justice will be held on 
May 8, 2009. The venue will be at the Asian Institute 
of Management, Makati City.

• Plans of conducting a study on discernment (follow up 
of Pamantasan ng Lungsod ng Maynila (PLM) Study in 
1997). This will be conducted by the PLM.

• Bahay Pag-Asa is a newly inaugaurated transition home 
for CICL in Dasmariñas, Cavite. De La Salle University-
Dasmariñas, De La Salle Health Sciences Institute 
teamed up with PLDT Smart Foundation to turn this 
dream into a reality. 
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OFFICERS OFFICERS OFFICERS OFFICERS 
OF PAYO FOR 2009 OF PAYO FOR 2009 OF PAYO FOR 2009 OF PAYO FOR 2009 –––– 2012 ARE:2012 ARE:2012 ARE:2012 ARE:

President - Elnora Tabios, Open Heart
Vice President - Melahie Ramos-Llana, JJCICSI
Secretary - Gerard Ian Bernabe
Treasurer - John Nelson Tan, Bisig ni Kristo
Auditor - Teresita Gomez, ACE Int’l
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CBCP-ECPPC (Mr. Rodolfo D. Diamante)
JJCICSI (Ms. Melanie Ramos-Llana)
Virlanie Foundation (Mr. Dominique Lemay)
Open Heart Foundation (Ms. Elnora Tabios)
Ms. Ma. Victoria Diaz
Mr. Gerard Ian V. Bernabe
Fr. Raymond Holscher, SJ
ERDA Foundation (Fr. Pierre Tritz, SJ)
HLAF (Atty. Romel Abitria)
ACE (Ms. Teresita D. Gomez)
Bisig ni Kristo Community, Inc. (Mr. John Nelson Tan)


